This paper proposes a method for building with mult,iple vehicles a probability map of uncertain dynamic environments. It is assumed that each vehicle has a limited sensor range and therefore lacks global information. The vehicles share their measurement information to huild a probability map. The probability map is updated using sensor informat.ion and a priori statistics of t.he dynamic environment.
Introduction
Autonomous vehicles a.re used to perform hazardous missions such as operations in nuclear power plants, the exploration of Mars, and surveillance of enemy forces. The main difficulty in such uses of autonomous vehicles is that most. environments requiring them have uncertain geography, unknown obstacles, unexpected p o p up enemies, etc. This uncertainty in information leads naturally t.o the consideration of probabilistic models.
How to build a prohability map of an environment has been actively studied in the robotics community. The most widespread method for building a probability map of an uncert,ain environment is grid-based occupancy maps (See constructed a probabilistic map of radar sites by using Bayes' rule and a likelihood funct.ion which was defined by considering radar range and other radar characteristics. Howei:er, most map building methods consider static environments and little research has been done on map building of uncertain dynamic environments. 2 Definitions a n d Notation
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Given that there are 1 moving obstacles. We assume that the number of total obstacles is known beforehand and that obstacles are indistinguishable from each other. Let R be the region of consideration, U = {1,2,... 
Probability Map Building
The probability map indicates the probabiky distribution of obstacle's location. This section describes a method to build a probability map. Suppose that the vehicle receives measurement data at every sampling time, At, and has limited measurement range. It is assumed that there are no static obstacles in the environment, as is common for unmanned aerial vehicles. The vehicle updates its probability map of the environment at each measurement time based on what information it has. This information includes sensor readings and a priori statistics of the dynamic environment.
Due t.o the limited sensor range, the vehicle may not detect all obstacles. Whenever the vehicle s e m s an obstacle; uncertainty on the location of the obstacle greatly decreases. The uncertainty is not zero due to sensor noise. The vehicle modifies the probability map based on this location information. If the vehicle no longer detects an obstacle, uncertainty of the obstacle's location, which was sensed at a previous time, increases since obstacles are moving. In such a case, the vehicle should estimate the obstacle's location based on a priori statistics on obstacle movement and previous information on the location of the obstacle from sensor readings. It should calculate the probability that obstacles will move to a certain location at the next time step given the current probability map and a priori statistics. Therefore, the probability map building procedure consists of two steps. The first is measurement update based on sensor readings and a Bayesian measurement model, and the Second is time propagation by using a probabilistic system model of the obstacle obtained from a priori statistics. This is similar to measurement update and time update in KalmanBucy filters. However, Kalman-Bucy filters use more specific system, which is hard to obtain with uncertain information on the system.
Measurement U p d a t e
The vehicle estimates the posterior distribution of t,he position ( X T , Y T ) and direction of obstacles 6' 1-at current time 3' given the data available up to the current time T .
The posterior distribution of the position and direction of obstacles at time 1'At given sensor data ml, m2.. . . , mT can be expressed by
Bayes' rule enables us to estimate obstacle position and direction recursively. In order t o apply Bayes' rule, we have to assume conditional independence between 
T i m e Propagation
Due to limited view range, the vehicle has to estimate the location of obstacles after it loses sight of them. If ahe vehicle has no information or st,atistics on obstacle behavior it cannot estimate possible obstacle locations. Therefore, the more informat,ion on obstacle behavior is known, the more precise estimation of the future obstacle location is possible. From the total probability thwrem, the prior distribution of the position and direction can be given by Here: fi(C,<, y I m(T)) is the posterior probability density function after measurement at time T in Eq. (7).
The term ~; ( x T + I IC, (> y , m(*)) is related to state transition with time and is the probability t.hat the obstacle will be at the position ( X T +~$ Y T +~) and in direction B T +~ at time (T + 1) when t,he vehicle has measurement m~ and t,he obstacle is at the position (<:() and in direction y at time T . This can be calculated if information is on the velocity of obstacles, statistics.on changes of direct,ion, and so on.
Probability Map
By combining the measurement update and time p r o p agation procedures described above, the probability map building algorithm in uncertain dynamic environments can be summarized in Algorithm 1. It can he easily noted from the algorithm that the probability map can he const,ructed recursively.
Cooperative Map Building and P a t h Plann i n g
For cooperative map building, we assume that all vehicles share their measurement data with one another, and measurement sampling time is synchronized. Thus, at each sampling time, each vehicle acquires measured data from its own sensors and from all other v e hicles, and then performs the measurement update and time propagation procedure. This results in one global probability map.
Sending vehicles only to unexplored areas to minimize exploration time is not effective as t.he explored area changes in dynamic environments. All areas need to be continually reexplored to update the probability map. In order to apply the algorithm described in the previous section, two probability density functions, fi(~~+~I<,<,p,m(~) ), areneeded. The former means the probability density function implying that. the vehicle will have measurement mr when an obstacle is at the position ( x r , y r ) and in direction BT at time T . This is a characteristic of the sensors; thus it can he obtained. The latter implies the probability density function that the obstacle will he at t. The target destination of each obstacle has uniform distribution as well. Therefore, the p r o b ability that the obstacle will head to the direction of $ when switching occurs and it is at the position (u,w) is proportional to the segment length from the point (u,w) to the boundary with angle $. 
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Calculation of Probabilities
respectively. Then, the probability density function gives the probability that the obstacle will head in the direction of $ when switching occurs at time t E ( T a t , (T+l)At) and it is at the position (v,w) at time t . Now let us calculate the probability density function and this can he approximated by
since we assume that trwitch is a Passion process and the probability that switching occurs more than twice in the interval with length At is very small if At is small.
As the obstacle will keep its direction unless switching occurs, it can be said that Since we assume that switching time is a Poisson prw cess with parameter AAt and that T A t is a fixed point, we have (see 191) where
Simulation
In simulation, the following values were used: A t = 0.5: X = 1.6, field length = 60, field width = 40, and v , = 5. The region R is divided into 1 x 1 square cells. The vehicle begins with the initial probability map with all cells having values 1/2400 at time 0. Figure 2 (a) shows the probability map when the vehicle detects an obstacle within its sensor range. As soon as it detects the obstacle, the vehicle turns its heading angle to avoid the ohstacle and loses it from sensor range. After that, the vehicle estimates the possible location of the obstacle and updates the probability map. Figure 3 shows the simulation results when path planning was performed in conjunction with probability map building. The path of the vehicle from the origin to the target was generated by penalizing path length and cumulative probability of obstacles' existence along the path based on the probability map [6] . The return path generated based on the probability map after time propagation.
Conclusion
A method to build a probability map in uncertain dynamic environments was proposed. A probabilistic model was used in estimating the states of the environment. The proposed algorithm constructs a probability map by incorporating measurement data from sensor readings and a priori statistics of the environment. This algorithm is recursive; thus it can be implement.ed easily. HOB-to calculate necessary probability density functions from the statistics of a dynamic environment was also explained.
